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An Open Letter to The Federalist Society - Sue Congress
The legal counter attack by Obama will be a tidal wave of paper and may be
overwhelming to a small team when Obama recognizes that the real threat of the cases
now at SCOTUS are really very, very disastrous to his getting sworn in. I think he has
been holding his legal fire up until now because he doesn't want to draw publicity to the
cases by opening, aggressively fighting them. However when he lets loose his legal
attack dogs and sharks, he has vast resources of money to hire hundreds of lawyers to
launch a paper windmill battle against just the few lawyers fighting to date on our side. In
tech terms it is like a denial of service attack. But it is done with tons of paper counter
filings and charges and things to try and overwhelm a weaker, lesser staffed opponent. I
have asked both Atty Berg and Atty Taitz and Atty Donofrio, and a few other lawyers
who declined thus far, but I keep asking them to reconsider, to sue Congress itself in
Federal Courts if it acts unconstitutionally tomorrow. I have not heard from Donofrio.
But even together they may not have the resources, staff, money, and time to take on
another case in federal courts suing Congress directly for committing an unconstitutional
act in confirming Obama. Thus tonight I have decided to expand our action horizons and
personally contact numerous conservative groups who publicly declare their interest in
defending our Constitution such as The Federalist Society, The Heritage Foundation,
Judicial Watch, Inc., and other conservative groups. I have asked them to sue Congress
in federal court if the Congress confirms Obama, which would be unconstitutional since
Obama is not a "natural born citizen". Let us see if we can attract some the "big guns"
into this depending on what happens tomorrow. I am sending FAXs tonight of a similar
letter to I what I just uploaded to SCRIBD.com . Here is the link to my latest open letter.
Of course I used my real name in my letters to the conservative action groups. But in my
uploaded rendition of the letter I used my pen name, Mountain Publius Goat.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/9874122/
Mountain Publius Goat
http://www.obamacitizenshipfacts.org
"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program,
until one day America will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened."
Norman Thomas
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